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prototype :  D=4 N=2 SU(2)  U(1) Seiberg-Witten



with the 2nd helicity trace, for BPS states in D=4 N=2 SUSY

on    [ a spin ½ + two spin 0 ] 
x [ angular momentum   multiplet ]l



or, more generally, the protected spin character

on [ a spin ½ + two spin 0 ] 
x [ angular momentum   multiplet ]l

protected spin character
Gaiotto, Moore, Neitzke 2010 / Maldacena 2010

2nd helicity trace



wall-crossing of BPS states with 4 (or less) supersymmetries

marginal stability wall



calibrated geometry :  special Lagrange submanifolds in CY3

type II string theories on CY3 : wrapped D-branes

D=4 N=2 supergravity :  BPS black holes 

D=4 N=2 Seiberg-Witten theory : BPS dyons

D=4 N=4 …… ¼ BPS ……

D=2 N=2 Landau-Ginzburg : BPS kinks

wall-crossing examples 



Kontsevich-Soibelman, 2008



-+ sideside =

a marginal stability wall

Schwinger product



= - side+ side

a marginal stability wall



true, in general ? 
how to see from BPS state building/counting ?

& why rational invariants ?

input data ?



true, in general ? 
how to see from BPS state building/counting ?

& why rational invariants ?

or, more generally, what about the cases



real space wall-crossing

BPS quivers

quiver invariants



1998 Lee + P.Y.
N=4 SU(n) ¼ BPS states via multi-center classical dyon solitons

1999 Bak + Lee + Lee + P.Y.  
N=4 SU(n) ¼ BPS states via multi-center monopole dynamics 

1999-2000 Gauntlett + Kim + Park + P.Y. / Gauntlett + Kim + Lee + P.Y. / Stern + P.Y.
N=2 SU(n) BPS states via multi-center monopole dynamics



generic BPS “particles” are loose bound states of charge centers



in particular, for SU(2) Seiberg-Witten 



in particular, for SU(2) Seiberg-Witten 



wall-crossing  dissociation of supersymmetric bound states 



1998 Lee + P.Y.
N=4 SU(n) ¼ BPS states via multi-center classical dyon solitons

1999 Bak + Lee + Lee + P.Y.  
N=4 SU(n) ¼ BPS states via multi-center monopole dynamics 

1999-2000 Gauntlett + Kim + Park + P.Y. / Gauntlett + Kim + Lee + P.Y. / Stern + P.Y.
N=2 SU(n) BPS states via multi-center monopole dynamics

2001 Denef
N=2 supergravity via classical multi-center black holes attractor solutions



generic BPS “particles” are loose bound states of charge centers



index theorem & low energy dynamics of BPS states
also, effectively, index theorem for the Coulomb phase of BPS quivers

wall-crossing problem
= how to count & classify such many-body bound states



from Seiberg-Witten BPS dyons
as semiclassical & asymptotic solutions

with electric charges        and magnetic charges



two-body interactions

 Lorentz Force !!!

:  the central charge function of the probe dyon
in the background of other dyons



3n bosons + 4n fermions in two different superspaces

4n N=1 supermultiplets

n N=4 supermultiplet ~ n D=4 N=1 vector multiplets

position of A-th dyon



(1) ab initio, real space N=4 susy quantum mechanics for n dyons
Kim+Park+P.Y.+Wang 2011





3n  3 + 2(n-1)



the counting problem reduces to a N=1 Dirac index
of a nonlinear sigma model on the manifold

3n bosons + 4n fermions  2(n-1) bosons + 2(n-1) fermions

Kim+Park+P.Y.+Wang 2011



(2) basic state counting index

trivial for a complete 
intersection 
in flat ambient space

Kim+Park+P.Y.+Wang 2011

Manschot, Pioline, Sen 2010/2011



(3) protected spin character = equivariant index on

reduction to 

Kim+Park+P.Y.+Wang 2011



with quantum statistics taken into account 



with quantum statistics taken into account 



P.Y. 1997

with quantum statistics taken into account for a pair 



P.Y. 1997 / Green+Gutperle 1997

with quantum statistics taken into account for p identical particles 



(4) wall-crossing formula from real space dynamics

Kim+Park+P.Y.+Wang 2011

Manschot, Pioline, Sen 2010/2011



with all charges       on a single plane of charge lattice

& in the absence of  “scaling regime”

this has been shown to be equivalent to the results from Kontsevich-Soibelman

(Ashoke Sen, December 2011)

(5) partial equivalence to Kontsevich-Soibelman



BPS quivers



calibrated geometry :  special Lagrange submanifolds in CY3

type II string theories on CY3 : wrapped D-branes

D=4 N=2 supergravity :  BPS black holes 

D=4 N=2 Seiberg-Witten theory : BPS particles

D=4 N=4 …… ¼ BPS ……

D=2 N=2 Landau-Ginzburg : BPS kinks

wall-crossing examples 



calibrated 3-cycles in Calabi-Yau 3-fold 



D3 on SL 3-cycles in CY3  BPS quiver quantum mechanics
Denef 2002



D3 wrapped on 3-cycles in CY3  BPS quiver quantum mechanics
Denef 2002



Coulomb “phase”
Denef 2002



which was, in effect, addressed in the first half of this talk



since real space N=4 susy interactions for n dyons
= Coulomb phase interactions of the corresponding BPS quivers

= the Coulomb phase interaction of BPS quivers



Higgs “phase”



Higgs phase :  



Higgs phase :  

marginal stability wall



can be elevated to the equivariant index  Hirzebruch character



F. Denef 2002 + A. Sen 2011



which apparently fails for some quivers with loops
Denef + Moore 2007



what physical & mathematical properties characterize 
these extra BPS states in the Higgs phase ?



also, all known wall-crossing formulae need input data

how to count & figure out these wall-crossing safe states ?



example 1 :  elementary objects such as certain 2r+f hypermultiplet dyons
in Seiberg-Witten theory of rank r and f flavors



example 1 :  elementary objects such as certain 2r+f hypermultiplet dyons
in Seiberg-Witten theory of rank r and f flavors

example 2 :  single-center black holes



an example



an example



an example
Denef + Moore 2007



quiver invariants



Higgs phase of BPS quiver quantum mechanics







embedding map



embedding map

two conjectures

S.L. Lee + Z.L. Wang + P. Y., 2012

Bena + Berkooz + de Boer + 
El-Showk + d. Bleeken,       2012



embedding map

two conjectures
S.L. Lee + Z.L. Wang + P. Y., 2012



back to the simplest example



the total equivariant index of a cyclic Abelian quiver is



which is easily computable via

embedding map



and can be decomposed into two parts

embedding map



 complete proof / explicit counting formulae

Lefschetz
hyperplane
theorem !!!

S.L. Lee + Z.L. Wang + P. Y., 2012
Manschot + Pioline + Sen, 2012



wall-crossing states vs. wall-crossing-safe states



wall-crossing states vs. wall-crossing-safe states



wall-crossing states vs. wall-crossing-safe states



wall-crossing states vs. wall-crossing-safe states

many body bound states
wall-crossing

vertical in the Hodge diamond

single-center black holes?
wall-crossing-safe

horizontal middle
in the Hodge diamond

Seung-Joo Lee + Zhao-Long.Wang + P. Y., 2012



wall-crossing states vs. wall-crossing-safe states

many body bound states
wall-crossing

angular momentum

single-center black holes?
wall-crossing-safe

R-charge

Seung-Joo Lee + Zhao-Long Wang + P. Y., 2012



wall-crossing states vs. wall-crossing-safe states

many body bound states
wall-crossing

angular momentum
( R-charge = 0 for SW ?) 

single-center black holes?
wall-crossing-safe

R-charge
angular momentum = 0

Seung-Joo Lee + Zhao-Long Wang + P. Y., 2012



wall-crossing-safe states of cyclic Abelian quivers



wall-crossing-safe states of cyclic Abelian quivers



summary

wall-crossing formulae from direct index computation
for SW BPS dyons with ab initio low energy dynamics
for the Coulomb phase of quiver descriptions

subtleties with index theorems in the Coulomb phase

equivalence to Kontsevich-Soibelman (when                     ),
and rational invariants from statistics orbifolding

quiver invariants, or wall-crossing safe BPS states in the Higgs phase

non-Abelian quivers / stringy realizations ?


